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0. INTRODUCTION
w xAbout 60 years ago H. Zassenhaus 17 classified finite near-fields. In
doing so he also gave a full description of those finite groups which have a
 .  .representation D over C such that D g has no eigenvalue 1 for any
nontrivial element g g G. In our terminology such a group is called
w x  .semiregular. One of the results in 17 characterizes SL 5 as the only2
perfect semiregular group.
Clearly, if the underlying field F has characteristic p dividing the group
order, then p-elements of G always act with eigenvalue 1 on any FG-
module. So in this situation the notion of ``semiregularity'' naturally
modifies to a local version which in this paper is called ``p9-semiregularity''
 .cf. Definition 1.1 . Of course this localized semiregularity can also be
studied in the complex case. In particular a finite group is semiregular if
and only if it is p9-semiregular for all primes p.
So in this paper we generalize H. Zassenhaus' result and classify the
finite p9-semiregular groups. Moreover we obtain group theoretical crite-
w xria for p9-semiregularity which generalize those given in 17 .
* Supported by the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation.
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It turns out that in particular for nonsolvable groups, there are many
more locally semiregular groups than semiregular ones, as can be seen in
Theorems 4.1 and 5.6.
There is an interesting interrelation between finite locally semiregular
groups and a certain class of finite primitive permutation groups which has
w xbeen investigated by H. Bender 2 and which plays an essential role in the
course of the classification of finite simple groups.
Consider a faithful primitive permutation group G on a finite set V.
 .Then the socle soc G of G is either elementary abelian or a direct
product Lm of some non-abelian finite simple group L. Moreover, if
 . n  .soc G s V s F is elementary abelian l a prime , then G is the semi-di-l
rect product of V and any point stabilizer G , a g V. In this case, one cana
identify V with V, a g V with the zero vector of V, then embed G in0
 .GL V such that the action of G s G on V and the linear action of Ga 0 0
on V are compatible.
 .Let F p denote the set of finite, primitive permutation groups with
every two-point stabilizer G being a p-group. Then the connectiona, b
mentioned above reads as follows:
 .THEOREM 0.1. Assume soc G s V is an elementary abelian l-group.
 .  .Then G g F p if and only if the pair G , V is p9-semiregular and V is an0
irreducible G -module.0
The results of the present paper include a full classification of the
 .  .groups contained in F p having abelian socle. Observe that O G s 1p 0
 .whenever p s l, but in case p / l the group O G may be nontrivial; thisp 0
situation actually arises and requires additional attention. R. Guralnick
w x  .and R. Wiegand 8 also investigated p9-semiregular groups G with O Gp
s 1 and pointed out a very interesting connection of these groups with
 .multiplicative structures of Galois field extensions cf Remark 4.2 .
 .A forthcoming paper will deal with those groups in F p the socle of
which is non-abelian.
1. PRELIMINARY RESULTS
G will always denote a finite group and p a prime. The notation used is
w x  .standard and can be found in 12, 7 . In particular p G denotes the set of
< <prime divisors of G ; for any set p of primes, p 9 is the complement of p
 .in the set of all primes; O G denotes the largest normal p-subgroup ofp
 .  .  .  .G and O G [ O G ; Z G is the center of G and F G is the249
 .  .  .Fitting-subgroup of G; finally, Aut H [ N H rC H denotes theG G G
automizer of a subgroup H in G.
For the sake of convenience the term ``quaternion group'' is understood
to include the generalized quaternion groups of order greater than 8.
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DEFINITION 1.1. Let V [ V be a finite-dimensional FG-module overF
 .some field F. Then the pair G, V is called p9-semiregular if every
 4nontrivial p9-element of G acts without any fixed points on V _ 0 .
G is called p9-semiregular over F, if there is a p9-semiregular pair
 .G, V as above and it is called p9-semiregular if there is a p9-semiregular
pair over some field K.
 .A pair G, V or group G is called semiregular if it is p9-semiregular for
any prime p, i.e., if no nontrivial element of G has a fixed point on V.
 .Notice that G, V is p9-semiregular if and only if no p9-element g / 1
of G has eigenvalue 1 on V. Putting r [ char F we note that if r divides
< <  .G then G, V can only be p9-semiregular if r s p. Whenever r does not
< <  .divide G the pair G, V is called separably p9-semiregular, because then
< <  .the group algebra FG is separable; if r s p divides G we call G, V
< <inseparable. If p does not divide G then clearly p9-semiregularity and
semiregularity coincide.
 .  .Clearly, for any p9-semiregular pair G, V any pair H, W with H F G
and W an H-submodule of V is also p9-semiregular. If moreover H is a
 .p9-group then H, W is semiregular. Notice that the kernel of G on V is
always a normal p-subgroup of G.
We start with some auxiliary statements.
LEMMA 1.2. The following are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i The pair G, V is p9-semiregular.
 .  .ii The pair G, V is p9-semiregular for V s V m F.F
 .  .iii The spectrum Spec g, V of any p9-element g of prime order in G
acting on V does not contain 1.
 .  .iv Spec g, V e 1 whene¨er g g G is not a p-element.
 .  .Proof. i m ii . This is by definition.
 .  .i « iii . This is by definition.
 .  . kiii « i . Let g be a p9-element, g / 1. Then some power g of g is a
 .  k .  .p9-element of prime order. Due to iii , Spec g , V e 1, hence Spec g, V
e 1.
 .  . ki « iv . Let g g G not be a p-element. Then some power g of g is a
 .  k .non-identity p9-element. Due to i , Spec g , V e 1, and so
 .Spec g, V e 1.
 .  .iv « i . This is obvious.
In view of this lemma in what follows we can freely suppose that the
field F is algebraically closed.
 .LEMMA 1.3. i G is p9-semiregular if and only if there is a p9-semiregu-
 .lar pair G, V such that char F s p and V is an absolutely irreducibleF F
FG-module.
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 .ii Let F be a field of characteristic p. Then G is p9-semiregular o¨er F
 .if and only if GrO G is p9-semiregular o¨er F.p
 .iii Let F be an arbitrary field and let G be p-sol¨ able. Then G is
 .p9-semiregular o¨er F if and only if GrO G is p9-semiregular o¨er F.p
 .  .iv An arbitrary group G is p9-semiregular if and only if GrO G isp
p9-semiregular.
 .  .Proof. i ``If'' is clear. So we assume that G, V is p9-semiregularK
< <with char K / p. Then char K does not divide G ; so we can assume that
K is the complex field and G is irreducible on V . Now reduction mod pK
gives a p9-semiregular pair over L with char L s p. Taking a suitable
extension field F of L we find an absolutely irreducible submodule
W F V m F which is also p9-semiregular.L
 .  .ii Since O G is contained in the kernel of every irreduciblep
module over a field of characteristic p, the statement follows.
 .  .iii Now suppose G is a p-solvable group and G, V is a p9-semi-
regular pair over an arbitrary field F with V irreducible. If char F s p, then
 .  .O G is in the kernel and we can assume O G s 1. If char F does notp p
< <divide G , then we can assume F s C. In this case, by the theorem of
w xFong, Swan, and Rukolaine 4, 22.1, p. 513 , each simple constituent W of a
Ä  . .reduction mod p of V is liftable to a p9-semiregular pair GrO G , Wp
 .over C. Hence G is p9-semiregular over F if and only if GrO G isp
p9-semiregular over F.
 .  .iv This follows immediately from i .
As an immediate consequence we obtain:
COROLLARY 1.4. Assume V is a faithful G-module o¨er a field of charac-
teristic p. Then the following are equi¨ alent.
 .  .i The pair G, V is p9-semiregular.
 .ii V has a chain 0 s V ; V ; ??? ; V s V of G-submodules such0 1 m
 .that for each i s 0, 1, . . . , m y 1 the group O G acts tri¨ ially and the groupp
 .GrO G acts faithfully, irreducibly, and p9-semiregularly on V rV .p iq1 i
 .Remarks. 1 The last statement in Lemma 1.3 does not specify a field
F. In fact specifying the complex field without any assumption on G
 .invalidates the assertion. For example, the simple group A ( SL 4 is5 2
 .not 29-semiregular over C but its covering group SL 5 is even a semiregu-2
lar group.
 .  .2 There exist inseparably p9-semiregular pairs G, V with G s G9
 .but O G / 1. For example, consider the 4-dimensional symplectic groupp
 .  a . 4Sp q q s p , p ) 2 , acting on the natural symplectic module V s F .4 q
  .Consider a maximal totally isotropic subspace U and put G s g g Sp q4
 .  < . 4  .¬ g U s U, det g s 1 . Then O G is an elementary abelian group ofU p
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3a  .  .order p , and GrO G , SL q . One verifies directly that G s G9 andp 2
G acts faithfully and p9-semiregularly on V.
 w x.The following result is well known cf. 7, Theorems 3.3.3 and 5.4.10 :
 .  .  4LEMMA 1.5. Let G, V be p9-semiregular and let r g p G _ p . Then
the r-rank of G is one, hence Sylow r-subgroups of G are cyclic or quaternion
groups.
Next we see that it suffices to study indecomposable groups:
LEMMA 1.6. Let F be an arbitrary field and let G s G = G = ??? = G1 2 r
 .be a direct product. Then G, V is p9-semiregular o¨er F, if and only if all Gi
 < < < < .are p9-semiregular o¨er F and gcd G , G s 1 for all i / j.p9 p9i j
 . < <Proof. If G, V is p9-semiregular over F, then the p9-parts of G arei
pairwise coprime, because elementary abelian p9-subgroups of G must be
cyclic. Assume now that the G are p9-semiregular over F and the p9-parti
of their orders are pairwise coprime. Without loss of generality we choose
 .p9-semiregular pairs G , V over F and an arbitrary p9-element g [i i
 .g , . . . , g g G. Then all g are p9-elements and the eigenvalues of g on1 r i
V [ V m ??? m V are of the form P l where l is an eigenvalue of g .1 r i i i i
Since the orders of the g are pairwise coprime, this product is 1 if andi
only if each l s 1, whence each g is the identity in G .i i i
As we shall encounter p-groups of symplectic type, we record the
following result.
LEMMA 1.7. Let p be a prime and let P s E) Z be a p-group of
symplectic type with cyclic center Z and E extraspecial of order p1q2 l such that
 .Z [ E l Z s V Z ; moreo¨er, let A be a nontri¨ ial p9-subgroup of0 1
 .C Z . Then the following hold:Aut P . 0
 . w x 1q2 mi P s QC where Q [ P, A is extraspecial of order p with
 .  .1 F m F l and where C [ C A G Z with Z Q s Q l C s Z andP 0
 .C A s 1.Q r Z0
 .ii Let H denote the semidirect product P: A and suppose further that
 :  .A s a is cyclic and C x s 1 for each x g Q _ Z . Then for any faithfulA 0
c g Irr H the restriction c contains the tri¨ ial character, except possiblyC A
< < m < < 1q2 mwhen A s p q 1 with Q s p in which case we ha¨e
c a s ye p1r2.dim F p ker ay1. < P r Z . .
with e a pth root of unity.
 .  .Proof. Notice that the canonical homomorphism Aut Z ª Aut Zp9 0
is injective, so A acts trivially on Z. An easy commutator calculation shows
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w x  .  .that Q, C s 1 and therefore Z Q s Z P l Q s Z ; consequently Q is0
extraspecial.
Since H is an epimorphic image of the exterior direct product of Q: A
 .  .and C, any f g Irr H is of the form f m f with f g Irr C andC 0 1 0 C
 . w xf g Irr Q: A . Now we can apply 12, 17.13, p. 574 , which describes1 C
 .Irr Q: A .C
It turns out that the restriction of f to A always contains the trivial1
< < m  .character except possibly when A s p q 1, in which case f a s ye1
with e a suitable pth root of unity. Observe that C s ZX where X s Z0
< < 1q2 k or X is extraspecial. In any case X s p where 2k s dim ker a yF p
. .1 . Now the claim follows.< Pr Z
 .  .According to Lemma 1.2 iii , p9-semiregularity of G, V is controlled by
the action of the minimal p9-subgroups of G on V. This motivates the
following
 .  < < <  .  4:DEFINITION 1.8. M [ M G [ g g G9 g g p G _ p .p9 p9
 .Clearly, M G is a characteristic subgroup in G; furthermore, we havep9
the following:
  ..PROPOSITION 1.9. Let F be an arbitrary field and P [ O M G .p p9
 .i G is p9-semiregular o¨er F if and only if M is p9-semiregular o¨erp9
 .  G  ..F. In particular if M , W is a p9-semiregular pair o¨er F, then G, ind Wp9 Mp9
is p9-semiregular.
 .  .ii Let M , W be p9-semiregular o¨er F with W irreducible andp9
faithful. Then for any N e M the restriction W is homogeneous.p9 N
If in addition F is algebraically closed then e¨ery abelian N e M is a cyclicp9
 .  .subgroup of Z M ; in particular Z M is cyclic.p9 p9
 .If moreo¨er, M , W is separable then one of the following is true:p9
 .  .a Z M contains P;p9
 .  .  .b P s E) Z with Z [ Z P F Z M , E an extraspecial p-group;p9
 .  .and M s PC P or p s 2 and C P contains all elements of primep9 M Mp9 p9
order r for which r is not a Fermat-prime.
  . .Proof. Suppose M G , W is a p9-semiregular pair, then for V [p9
G  . <ind W the restriction V is a direct sum of G-conjugates of W,MM p9p9
 .which are all p9-semiregular. Hence V is p9-semiregular. This proves i .
 .Now suppose ii and set M [ M .p9
Let N e M and g g M _ N be an element of prime order r / p. Then g
 .is contained in the inertia group I S of every irreducible constituent S of
< N , g: .W , else W would contain the induced module ind S with itsN N
 .obvious g-fixed points. Therefore M F I S .
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If F is algebraically closed and if N is abelian then N acts faithfully on
the one dimensional space S affording a monomorphism l: N ¨ F*.
 g .  .Hence N is cyclic and l n s l n for all elements g of prime order
 .r / p; this implies N F Z M .
 .If in addition M, W is separable we can assume F s C and W affords
the irreducible character x . Now x is homogeneous and all abelian,P
characteristic subgroups of P are cyclic and central in M.
w xBy 12, 13.10, p. 357 , P is a central product P s E) R with
<  .   .. <Z E V Z R s p where1
}E is extraspecial or E s 1
}R is cyclic or p s 2 and R is quaternion, dihedral, quasidihedral of
order G 16.
   ...If R is not cyclic, then p s 2 and N [ Z C F P char P is the uniqueP
 .maximal cyclic subgroup of index 2 in R; as N g Z M , we derive a
 .contradiction. Hence P s E) Z where Z [ Z P is cyclic.
Suppose E / 1 and let g g M be of prime order r / p, inducing a
 .  .nontrivial automorphism of P. As Z F Z M , g centralizes Z [ V Z .0 1
 :Now we apply Lemma 1.7 with A s g and conclude that each irre-
<ducible constituent m of x contains the trivial character 1 unless g:  g:
< < mg s r s p q 1 for a suitable m g N.
Hence all nontrivial r-elements of M must have an order of the form
p* q 1. This can only happen if p s 2 and all these orders are Fermat-
primes.
As an immediate consequence we get:
COROLLARY 1.10. Suppose that G is a finite p9-semiregular group for
some prime p. Then each p9-subgroup whose order is a product of two primes
is cyclic.
We shall see that the converse holds for solvable groups, but not in
wgeneral. In case of semiregular solvable groups this has been shown in 17,
xSatz 11 . This also motivates the following
DEFINITION 1.11. We say that the group G has property Z if anyp9
 .  4subgroup of order qr is cyclic whenever q, r g p G _ p .
It will be convenient to have the automorphism groups of the Sylow
r-subgroups of p9-semiregular groups at our disposal. So we recall the
following well known results without proof.
 .PROPOSITION 1.12. i Let R be a cyclic group of prime power order
m  .  .  . my 1mr ) 1. Then Aut R ( Z * is abelian of order r y 1 r .r
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 .  < 2 n 4 2 2 ny 1 y y1:nii Let Q [ Q [ x, y x s y s 1, y s x , x s x be a2 ?2
 .  .  .n nquaternion group. Then Aut Q ( Z ? Aut Z for n ) 2 and Aut Q (2 2 8
 :S , where an additional element s of order 3 permutes the subgroups x ,4
 :  :  :y , and xy . In this case, the semidirect product Q : s is isomorphic to8
 .SL 3 .2
We close this section with a technical lemma on groups having property
Z :p9
LEMMA 1.13. Let G be a finite group and define
O p [ O p G s O p GrO G .  . .p p p
( O p G rO O p G ( O p G O G rO G . .  .  .  .  . .p p p
Then the following hold:
 . pi G has property Z if and only if O has property Z .p9 p p9
 . p ii Suppose H is a normal subgroup of O of prime index r necessarilyp
./ p . Then G has property Z if and only if H has property Z and one ofp9 p9
the following holds:
 . < < pa r di¨ ides H and H contains e¨ery minimal p9-subgroup of O .p
 .  p. p < <b H s O O and O s H = Z with Z s r.r 9 p p
 .  p.  p.  p. pc r s 3, H s O O s O O = O O , and O s39 p 2, 349 p 2 p p
 p.  .O O = S with S ( SL 3 .2, 349 p 2
Proof. The first claim is obvious because any p9-section of G corre-
sponds to an isomorphic p9-section of O p.p
p .  .Now we can assume G s O G . It is easy to see that SL 3 ( Q : Zp 2 8 3
has property Z for any prime p. Suppose H has property Z , then thep9 p9
 .  .  .groups described in b and c also have this property. In case a , H
 .  4contains each subgroup of order qr for distinct primes q, r g p G _ p
and so G has property Z .p9
 .  .Now suppose that G has property Z and let R g Syl G . If r g p Hp9 r
then R l H / 1 contains every element of order r in R, because R is
 .cyclic or quaternion; so case a holds.
 < < . < <Henceforth suppose that gcd H , r s 1. For any prime q dividing H
there is an R-invariant Sylow q-subgroup P of H. Now property Zq p9
 .  .implies that R centralizes V P for q / p and so P F C R for all1 q q H
 4q f 2, p .
 . <  . <Assume now that P F C R . Then H: C R is a power of p and so2 H H
 . w x w x w x  :H s C R P ; hence R, H s R, P F P . Since R, H e R, H s GH p p p
 . w x  .and O G s 1, we get R, H s 1 and so case b holds.p
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 .  .Finally assume that P g C R . Using the structure of Aut P we see2 H 2
 . < <that P ( Q , r s 3, and P R ( SL 3 . As r s 3 does not divide H ,2 8 2 2
 .Frobenius' Normal Complement Theorem implies H s O H P . The pre-2
 .   ..vious argument applied to O H R yields R F C O H . SinceG
 .  .  .C H eG, we finally get G s O H = P R; this is case c .G 2
 .2. THE GROUPS OF r-RANK ONE r / p
In this section we consider the groups of r-rank one i.e., the groups
.  .  4whose Sylow r-subgroups are cyclic or quaternion for all r g p G _ p .
In view of the results in Lemma 1.3 and Corollary 1.4 we may assume that
 .O G s 1. Recall that if a Sylow 2-group is cyclic then G is 2-nilpotentp
and hence solvable by the Odd Order Theorem.
2.1. The Sol¨ able Groups
The main result in this section is
 .  .THEOREM 2.1. Let G be sol¨ able, p g p G with O G s 1, and letp
 .P g Syl G . If all Sylow q-groups are cyclic or quaternion for all q / p, thenp
 .G0 F O G , G00 s 1, and exactly one of the following is true:2
 .  .i G s O G : P with P9 s 1. Moreo¨er if p s 2 or all Sylowp9
2-subgroups of G are cyclic, then G0 s 1.
 .  .  .ii p s 3, G is a nonsplit extension of SL 3 = O G by Z with2 2
 .  .  .Sylow 2-group Q . Here O G is of type i and G0 s O G ( Q .16 2 8
Proof. If G0 s 1 then G9 is an abelian p9-subgroup and hence G s
 .O G P and P9 s 1. Henceforth we may assume that G0 / 1.p9
 .  4  .  .Let q g p G _ 2, p and set G s GrO G . Then F G is a cyclic0 q9 0
  ..  . Yq-group and so, as C F G F F G , we get G s 1 and hence G0 FG 0 0 00
 .  .  .O G . From this we deduce G0 F O G ; in particular p / 2, O G0q9 2, p4
 .s 1, and O G0 / 1.2
 .  .  .  .Put G s O G , R s O G , R s O G , and let T g Syl G ; so1 2 9, 2 0 2 2 2
G s R : T with T s T l G . As T and T are cyclic or quaternion,1 0 1 1 1 1
GY F R l G0 s 1 and thus G / G . Since G is 2-constrained, GrG is1 0 1 1
 .isomorphic to a nontrivial subgroup of Out T that has no nontrivial1
 .normal 2-subgroup; this forces T ( Q , GrR ( SL 3 or S and T is1 8 0 2 4
quaternion of order 8 or 16, respectively. Now we have G0 F G l1
 .  4  X 4O G s R and so G0, R : T , T .2, p4 2 2 1 1
 .  .If G9 F O G then obviously G is of type i . Henceforth we canp9
 .  .  .assume that G9 g O G ; in particular, O G9rG0 / 1 and S [ O Gp9 p 2, p
/ R .2
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 . <  . <As O G9 s 1, p divides Aut G0 and thus G0 s R s T as well asp G9 2 1
 .  .p s 3 and S ( SL 3 . Moreover, since SL 3 0 ( Z , we have GrR (2 2 2 0
S , T ( Q , G00 s 1, and R G9 s R = S with index 2 in G. So G is of4 16 0 0
 .type ii .
 .Now we can assume that the r-rank of G is one for all r g p G . These
 .groups including the nonsolvable perfect ones have already been classi-
w xfied by Zassenhaus in 17 where he gives generators and relations for each
type.
 .For example, if all Sylow subgroups of G are cyclic, then F G is cyclic
 .and so F G is the unique maximal abelian normal subgroup of G. Hence
  ..  .  .C F G s F G and GrF G is again cyclic, whence G is metacyclicG
w xand 2-nilpotent. In 17 one can find the following description of these
metacyclic groups:
n , m , r .  < n m b r:M [ a, b a s b s 1, a s a
m  .   ..  :with r ' 1 mod n and g.c.d. n, m r y 1 s 1. In this case G9 s a .
Not all of the groups occurring in Zassenhaus' list are metacyclic. In the
following we give some information on the structure of these groups.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Suppose that all Sylow subgroups of the finite group G
are cyclic or quaternion. Then the following are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a G does not in¨ol¨ e a section isomorphic to SL 3 ;2
 .b G is 2-nilpotent;
 .g G is supersol¨ able.
 .  .Let P g Syl G and R s O G ; then the following statements hold when-2 2 2
 .  .  .e¨er one of a , b , or g is true:
 .i G is metacyclic if and only if one of the following holds:
 .a P is cyclic;2
 .b P is quaternion and either R s P or R is maximal cyclic of2 2
index 2 in P .2
 .ii G is not metacyclic if and only if P is quaternion and either2
 .R s P 9 or R is a quaternion subgroup of index 2 in P .2 2
 .iii G contains a self-centralizing cyclic normal subgroup.
 .  .  .iv Z P F Z G if P is a quaternion group.2 2
Proof. This is an easy exercise left to the reader.
2.2. The Perfect Groups
 .In this section we assume that G s G9 with O G s 1 and that G hasp
 .  4r-rank one for all r g p G _ p .
 .LEMMA 2.3. The largest normal sol¨ able subgroup sol G coincides with
 .the center Z G of G.
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 .  .Proof. Put R [ sol G and Z [ Z G . Assume R / 1 and consider its
derived series
R s R d R d ??? d R d R s 1.0 1 my1 m
w xHere, R s R , R eG.iq1 i i
 .  .Clearly, S [ R is abelian with O S s O G s 1; hence S ismy 1 p p
 .cyclic. As Aut S is abelian and G s G9 we get S F Z F R. If m s 1,G
then R s S and so R s Z. Suppose m G 2 and put T [ R ; so T 9 s Smy 2
 .centralizes T , and thus T is nilpotent. In particular O T s 1 and so Tp
must be cyclic contrary to m G 2.
 .LEMMA 2.4. Assume p / 2. Then GrZ G is a non-abelian finite simple
 .group with dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups. Furthermore, Z G G Z .2
 .Proof. Put Z s Z G and consider a normal series
G s G dG d ??? dG s Z0 1 n
for G, with H s G rG simple. Consider a Sylow 2-subgroup P of G,i i iq1
 .and set P s P l G . First we remark that P g Syl G and Q si i iq1 2 iq1 i
 . P rP g Syl H . Next we observe that H is non-abelian. Indeed, ifi iq1 2 i 0
.H is abelian, then G9 F G and so G is not perfect. In particular, Q is0 1 0
not cyclic. Assume P is not cyclic. Then P contains an element z s x i y1 1
  .. y1 y1 2for some i cf. Proposition 1.12 ii . As P e P, P contains xzx z s x .1 1
< <Now it is easy to see that P : P is at most 2, and so Q is cyclic, a1 0
contradiction. Hence, P is cyclic. In this case, G has a normal 2-comple-1 1
 .ment, which implies that G F sol G s Z, i.e., n s 1. We have also seen1
 :that P F x . If P s 1, then Q is quaternion, therefore, according to1 1 0
the Brauer]Suzuki Theorem, H is not simple, a contradiction. Hence,0
2 ny 1 2 P 2 x s y , and Z G Z . This implies Q is a dihedral 2-group of1 2 0
.order at least 4 , and H s GrZ is a non-abelian simple group with0
dihedral Sylow 2-subgroups.
PROPOSITION 2.5. Assume p / 2. Then one of the following holds:
 .  a.i G ( SL p ;2
 .  .ii G ( SL r for some odd prime r / p;2
 .iii G ( 2 A and p s 3.7
 .Proof. Put Z [ Z G and note that by Lemma 2.4 and the Goren-
 a.stein]Walter Theorem, GrZ is either L r for some odd prime r, or A .2 7
 a. aRecall that Z G Z , and the Schur multiplier of L r is Z if r / 9 and2 2 2
a  a.Z if r s 9. Also, the Schur multiplier of A is Z . If GrZ s L r and6 7 6 2
r / p, then from the fact that Sylow r-subgroups of G are cyclic it follows
 .  .that a s 1, and so ii holds. If r s p, then, using the condition O G s 1,p
 .we get i . Finally, if GrZ s A , then Sylow 3-subgroups of G are not7
cyclic, therefore p s 3 and G s 2 A .7
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Similarly, we have
PROPOSITION 2.6. Assume p s 2. Then one of the following holds.
 .  a.i G ( SL 2 for some a G 2.2
 .  .ii G ( L r for some prime r G 7.2
 . 2  2 aq1.iii G ( B 2 for some a G 1.2
 .iv G ( J .1
 . 2  2 aq1.  .  .v G ( B 2 = M for some a G 1 and M g S a . Here, S a2
 b.  .consists of the groups SL 2 , b G 2, L r , r G 7 a prime, whose order is2 2
< 2  2 aq1. <coprime to B 2 .2
Proof. First we remark that each non-abelian composition factor L of
G belongs to the list
C s SL 2 a , a G 2; L r , r a prime, r G 7; 2B 22 aq1 , a G 1; J . .  .  . 42 2 2 1
Indeed, for every odd prime r, Sylow r-subgroups of L are cyclic. Now a
w xfundamental theorem of M. Aschbacher 1 says that L g C.
 .  . n1 nmPut Z s Z G and consider T s soc GrZ ; write T s L = ??? = L1 m
for minimal normal subgroups Lni of T. Here, every L is a non-abeliani i
 .simple group, since Z s sol G . If a certain n is greater than 1, then ai
< <Sylow r-subgroup of G is not cyclic for some odd prime divisor r of L , ai
contradiction. Therefore, n s ??? s n s 1. Similarly, the odd parts of1 m
<  a. < <  . < the orders of L , . . . , L are coprime. But SL 2 and L r r G 7 a1 m 2 2
. < 2  2 aq1. < < <prime are divisible by 3, B 2 is divisible by 5, J is divisible by2 1
2  2 aq1.3 ? 5. This implies that m F 2. Moreover, if m s 2, then T s B 2 =2
 .M with M g S a .
Now let L be a minimal normal subgroup of G s GrZ. We already
 .  .know that L g C. In particular, Out L s Aut L rL is solvable. The
group G acts on L via conjugation with kernel K. As G is perfect, we
must have GrK s L, i.e., G s K = L. Also, K 9 s K. If K s 1, then
 .  .G s L. Suppose K / 1. The condition sol G s Z implies that soc K is
the direct product of non-abelian minimal normal subgroups of K. The
Sylow subgroups of odd order of K are cyclic. Furthermore, we have
 .shown that m F 2. Altogether, these remarks imply that soc K s M g C
 .is non-abelian simple and T s L = M. Since L ` M, Out L = M s
 .  .Out L = Out M is solvable. Again, G acts on L = M, and G is perfect.
Hence, G s L = M.
Now we assume that m s 1. Then G s L g C. In particular, the Schur
 .multiplier of L is a 2-group. But O G s 1, therefore Z s 1, G s L, and2
 .  .we arrive at the possibilities i ] iv .
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2  2 aq1.Finally, suppose that m s 2. Then GrZ s L = M with L s B 2 ,2
 .M g S a . We observe that the Schur multiplier of GrZ is a 2-group
because the Sylow q-subgroups of GrZ are cyclic for odd q. As G is
 .perfect and O G s 1, we get Z s 1 and G s L = M.2
3. SOLVABLE p9-SEMIREGULAR GROUPS
So far, we have used only the necessary conditions on the rank of Sylow
subgroups of G. Now we test such groups G for p9-semiregularity. We
 .start with the solvable groups and assume O G s 1.p
By Theorem 2.1, a solvable p9-semiregular group is of the form X = Y
 .   .4  .  .or X = Y : 2 with X g 1, SL 3 and Y s O Y P with P g Syl Y .2 p9 p
 .In this case O Y must be a semiregular solvable group. Moreover thep9
 .2-extension can occur if p s 3 and X ( SL 3 ; in this case the Sylow2
 .2-group is isomorphic to Q . Clearly, if X ( SL 3 then p s 3 and16 2
 .Y s O G .39, 3
 .  .Notice that in all cases the group M G is contained in X = O Y .p9 p9
By Lemma 1.3 it suffices to consider inseparably p9-semiregular pairs
 .G, V ; it is easy to see that X is regular, hence p9-semiregular. So from
Proposition 1.9 we get:
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let G s X = Y or G s X = Y : 2 be a sol¨ able group as
 .described abo¨e or in Theorem 2.1 and F an arbitrary field. Then there exists
 .a p9-semiregular pair G, V o¨er F if and only if there is a semiregular pair
  . .O Y , W .p9
w xNow we prove the generalization of 17, Satz 11 for solvable p9-semireg-
 .ular groups. The case p f p G includes Zassenhaus' original result:
THEOREMA 3.2. Let G be a sol¨ able group. Then G is p9-semiregular if
and only if it has property ZX.p
Proof. ``Only if'' is clear. Now let G be a minimal counterexample for
the converse, i.e., G has property Z but is not p9-semiregular. We canp9
 . p .assume O G s 1 and G s O G ; moreover, since G is solvable, there isp
a maximal normal subgroup H of prime index r which is p9-semiregular.
Now Lemma 1.13 provides a contradiction.
 . .  .Indeed in case ii a , M G F H implies that G is p9-semiregular andp9
in the other cases G is the direct product of p9-semiregular groups of
coprime orders.
Remark 3.3. It may be worth noting that the assumption in Theorem
 .3.2 on the solvability of G is not redundant. Indeed all groups SL r with2
 .r a Fermat-prime have the property Z but, for example, SL 17 is not2 9 2
 .29-semiregular see Lemma 4.4 .
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 .  4Suppose G is a finite group such that for each r g p G _ p there is a
unique subgroup of order r. Then clearly G is p9-semiregular and more-
 .over a pair G, V is p9-semiregular, if and only if V is a faithful
G-module.
This characterizes a special class of solvable p9-semiregular groups:
 .PROPOSITION 3.4. Let G be a finite group and put G [ GrO G . Thenp
the following are equi¨ alent:
 .i E¨ery minimal p9-subgroup is unique in G.
 .  .ii G is p9-semiregular, sol¨ able, and G does not contain SL 3 as a2
subgroup unless p s 3.
p .  .Proof. We can assume that G s O G . Suppose i holds. Then thep
`  .results in the previous section imply G s 1, hence G is solvable. Now ii
follows.
 .Suppose ii and let G be an indecomposable minimal counterexample.
Since G is solvable, we can assume that there is a maximal normal
subgroup H F G of prime index. Now Lemma 1.13 provides a contradic-
tion.
Now, by Lemma 3.1 we have reduced the classification of p9-semiregular
solvable groups to the case of solvable semiregular groups, which have
w xbeen classified in 17 . For completeness we offer some information on the
structure of these groups. It is clear from Section 1 that a finite semiregu-
lar group G is 2-nilpotent if and only if it is supersolvable.
 .  .LEMMA 3.5. i Let G s O G : P be a finite 2-nilpotent group with2
 .  .P g Syl G . Then G is semiregular if and only if O G is semiregular and2 2
 .  .either P is cyclic with V P F Z G or P is a quaternion group. Moreo¨er2 1 2 2
 .if G is semiregular, all its minimal subgroups are unique and O G is
metacyclic.
 .ii Let G be a finite sol¨ able non-2-nilpotent group. Then G is semireg-
 .  .  .ular if and only if O G is semiregular, O G ( Q , and either GrO G (2 8
 .  .SL 3 or GrO G ( 2S with quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups.2 4
 .Proof. i ``Only if'' follows immediately from Lemma 1.13. Conversely
 .assume O G and P are semiregular. By Theorem 2.1 we can assume that2
 .  .  .V P F Z G . Since O G is of odd order, each group of prime order1 2
 .p / 2 lies in O G and is uniquely determined therein by Proposition 3.4.
As all Sylow 2-groups are conjugate, G contains only one involution by
hypothesis. So Proposition 3.4 applies again.
 .ii Now let G be a finite solvable semiregular group which is not
2-nilpotent. An application of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 1.5 shows that in
 .  .this case R [ O G ( Q and Aut R is isomorphic to A or S . Let2 8 G 4 4
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 .P g Syl G and note that P is quaternion containing R; in particular2 2 2
 .  .  .C R s Z P is a Sylow 2-group of C R . Order arguments now showP 2 G2
< <  .  .  .that P rR F 2. Moreover, C R s Z P = O G and consequently2 G 2
 .  .N [ RC R s R = O G is normal in G with GrN ( Z or S . UsingG 3 3
Lemma 1.13 for the existence, the claims follow.
4. PERFECT p9-SEMIREGULAR GROUPS: THE
INSEPARABLE CASE
Throughout this section we suppose that G is a finite group and the pair
 .G, V is inseparably p9-semiregular over a field F of characteristic p. We
also assume that V is a faithful G-module.
We define R to be the set of all primes r satisfying the following
conditions:
 . a ba r s 2 ? 3 q 1 for a G 2, b G 0;
 .  .b r q 1 r2 is a prime.
Here are several elements of R: 5, 13, 37, 73, 193, 1153. We do not know
whether R is infinite or not.
The aim of this section is to prove the following result which, together
with Corollary 1.4, gives us a full description of perfect p9-semiregular
groups in characteristic p.
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let G be a nontri¨ ial perfect finite group with O G s 1.p
 .Let G, V be an inseparably p9-semiregular pair with G-module V. Then one
of the following holds:
 .  a.  a .i G ( SL p for some a G 1 and p ) 3 .2
 . 2  2 aq1ii G ( B 2 for some a G 1l, and p s 2.2
 . 2  2 aq 1.  2 bq 1.iii G ( B 2 = SL 2 for some a, b G 1 and2 2
 .gcd 2 a q 1, 2b q 1 s 1, and p s 2.
 .  .  4iv G ( SL r with r g R j 7, 17 , and p s 3.2
 .  .  .Con¨ersely, if G, p satisfies any of the conditions i ] iv , then there exists a
 .faithful absolutely irreducible G-module V in characteristic p such that G, V
is p9-semiregular.
Remark 4.2. Shortly after submitting this paper we learned about the
w xwork of R. Guralnick and R. Wiegand in 8 . Motivated by questions on
the multiplicative structure of Galois field extensions they also classified
p9-semiregular groups G such that the underlying field of the correspond-
wing G-modules has characteristic p ) 0; however, in their list 8, Proposi-
x  .tion 4.1 the groups SL r with r g R are missing.2
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 .For the proof of Theorem 4.1 we shall suppose that the pair G, V is
 .p9-semiregular, G acts absolutely irreducibly on V, G s G9, and O G s 1.p
Now we have to test each G occurring in Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 for
p9-semiregularity. In particular by Corollary 1.10, G must have prop-
erty Z .p9
 .LEMMA 4.3. i If p s 3, then G \ 2 A .7
 .ii If p s 2, the G \ 2 F .1
 .Proof. i Assume p s 3 and G s 2 A . By Corollary 1.4 there exists a7
 .faithful Brauer character w g IBr G which gives us a 39-semiregular3
w x  .representation of G. Due to 14 , IBr G contains exactly 5 characters. If3
 . < < deg w s 4, then Spec g, w 2 1 for g s 7, a contradiction. Here and
 .  .below, Spec g, w denotes the spectrum of g counting multiplicities in a
.  .representation with character w. If deg w s 6 or 36, then Spec g, w 2 1
< <for g s 5, again a contradiction.
 .ii Notice that J contains a Frobenius group of order 21 and so does1
not have property Z .2 9
 .LEMMA 4.4. Assume p s 2 and G ( L r for some odd prime r. Then2
 .r s 5 and so G ( SL 4 as listed in Theorem 4.1.2
Proof. By Corollary 1.10 and inspection of the Borel subgroup of G the
prime r must be Fermat, i.e., r s 2 a q 1 with a a power of 2.
 . w xThe character table of 2G s SL r is given in 6 . We shall keep the2
notation for the characters used there. The 2-decomposition matrix for G
w xhas been determined in 3 . From that we get the following description of
the 2-blocks for G:
 .} r y 1 r4 blocks of defect 0. They contain the ordinary characters
 .u with 1 F j F r y 1 r4, deg u s r y 1.2 j 2 j
} The principal block B with three Brauer characters 1, b , b .1 2
Furthermore, B contains the ordinary characters 1, c s St, j , j and1 2
 .some of the x 's. Also, b s j mod 2 y 1, deg b s r y 1 r2, t s 1, 2.2 i t t t
 .  .Assume that w g IBr G is 29-semiregular. First, w / g , as Spec c, x2 s 2 i
< <contains 1 with multiplicity 2, where c s r. Next suppose w s u mod 22 j
or w s b . Observe that G has a real element g of order 3. Then thet
 .29-semiregularity of w implies that w g s ydeg wr2. Looking at the
<  . <character table of G, we see that w g F 2, which implies deg w F 4. But
 .deg w s r y 1 or r y 1 r2; therefore only r s 5 is possible.
 .PROPOSITION 4.5. Assume that p / 2 and G ( SL r for some prime2
 .  .r / p with r ' y1 mod 4 . Then p s 3 and r s 7. Con¨ersely, G ( SL 72
has just two irreducible 39-semiregular representations o¨er F , and both of3
them ha¨e dimension 6.
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Proof. Recall that by Corollary 1.10 and the structure of the Borel
subgroup of G we have r y 1 s 2 pa with a ) 0. In particular r G 7. We
w xshall keep the notation for complex characters of G used in 6 . Let w be
any faithful irreducible p-Brauer character of G.
 .1 First we show that w is the reduction mod p of a certain of the
 .ordinary characters x , Q i, j odd , or j , t s 1, 2. Let B denote thei J t
p-block containing w. Then B contains only faithful irreducible characters
 .of G, that is, some of x , u with i, j odd, and j . For x g Irr G wei j 1, 2 C
consider the central character
< G <x g g .
v g s , g g G .x x 1 .
of G. Recall that two irreducible characters x , x 9 belong to the same
block if and only if
v g ' v g mod p .  .  .x x 9
 .for all p9-elements g of G. In this case we shall write x f x 9 . Here we
 .are considering a splitting p-modular system K, R, k for G, and the
maximal ideal of R is generated by p . G has exactly r q 4 conjugacy
l m  .classes with representatives 1, z, c, d, zc, zd, a , b , 1 F l F r y 3 r2,
 . < < < < < < < < < <  w x.1 F m F r y 1 r2; z s 2, c s d s r, a s r y 1, b s r q 1 see 6 .
 .a Since
v c y v c s r k 0 mod p , .  .  .x ui j
x fu u .i j
 . 2b Suppose u f j . In this case, b and b are p9-elements. Soj t
X s v b y v b s r s j q syj and .  .  .j ut j
Y s v b2 y v b2 s r s 2 j q sy2 j .  .  .j ut j
 .are divisible by p . Here, s is a primitive r q 1 st root of 1. In particular,
p divides X 2 y rY s 2 r 2, again a contradiction. Therefore we have u fu j .j t
 . ac Now suppose that x f j . Since r y 1 s 2 p , it is not difficulti t
to see that the reduction mod p of x and j q j coincide. We concludei 1 2
 .  .that either x fu j or x ' j q j mod p .i t i 1 2
 .d Return to the p-block B containing w. If some u belongs toj
B, then the ordinary characters of B are only among the u 's. Inspectingj9
the Brauer tree of B, we see that w s u mod p. In the case where Bj
contains some of the x 's and the j 's, a look at the Brauer tree of B showsi t
that either w s x mod p, or w s j mod p.i t
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 .2 Now we assume in addition that w is p9-semiregular. Remark at
 .  .once that both Spec c, x and Spec c, j contain 1; therefore w si t
u mod p for some odd j.j
Suppose that r q 1 is divisible by an odd prime q. It is clear that q / p.
m  .Then consider the p9-element y s b with m s r q 1 rq and the cyclic
subgroup D generated by y. Here we have
r y 1 y qy1 s jm s q syj m s r q 1 y 2 q .  .ss1
<u , 1 s G ) 0, .Dj D D q q
a contradiction. Here we have used the fact that r q 1 is divisible by 4,
. band so r q 1 G 4q . This means r q 1 s 2 for some b G 2.
As r G 7 and r is a prime, b is an odd prime. In this case, pa s 2 by1 y 1
is divisible by 3, hence p s 3. Observe that 3a q 1 is congruent to 2 or 4
modulo 8 according to whether a is even or odd. This implies that
by1  .2 F 4, i.e., b s 3, r s 7, G s SL 7 .2
 .  .3 Conversely, let p s 3 and G s SL 7 . Then G has four faithful2
irreducible 3-Brauer characters; among them just two namely those of
.  w x.degree 6 are 39-semiregular see 14 .
 .PROPOSITION 4.6. Assume that p / 2 and G ( SL r for some prime2
 .r / p with r ' 1 mod 4 . Then p s 3, and r s 17 or r g R. Con¨ersely,
 .  4assume that G ( SL r and r g R j 17 . Then G has just two irreducible2
39-semiregular representations o¨er F , and both of them ha¨e dimension3
 .r y 1 r2.
Proof. As in the proof of the previous result we see that r y 1 s 2 ap b
w xwith a ) 1 and b G 0. Again we use the character table of G given in 6 .
 .Consider a splitting p-modular system K, R, k for G, and let p generate
the maximal ideal of R. G has exactly r q 4 conjugacy classes with
l m  .representatives 1, z, c, d, zc, zd, a , b , 1 F l F r y 3 r2, 1 F m F
 . < < < < < < < < < <r y 1 r2; z s 2, c s d s r, a s r y 1, b s r q 1.
 .1 First we show that w is the reduction mod p of a certain of the
 .ordinary characters x , u i, j odd , or h , s s 1, 2. Let B denote thei j s
p-block containing w. Then B contains only faithful irreducible characters
of G, that is, some of x , u with i, j odd, and h .i j 1, 2
 .a Since
v c y v c s r k 0 mod p , .  .  .x ui j
x fu u .i j
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 .b Since p; does not divide r q 1, b is a p9-element, and
v b y v b s y2 r k 0 mod p , .  .  .x hi s
hence x fu h .i s
 .c Now suppose that u f h . Asj s
’v c y v c s y r q 1 r r2 ' 0 mod p , .  .  .  .u hj s
p divides r q 1. We claim that if q is any odd prime divisor of r q 1, say,
a  .r q 1 s 2 Aq with a G 1 and A, 2 q s 1, and q / p, then j is divisible
a  b  .by q . Assume the contrary: j s Bq with b F a y 1 and B, q s 1.
m  . bq1Then consider the p9-element x s b with m s r q 1 rq . We have
2yjm jmv x y v x s rs s y 1 ' 0 mod p , .  .  .  .h us j
 . jmwhere s is a primitive r q 1 st root of 1. By our choice, s is a
primitive qth root of 1, and so s jm y 1 divides q. We have seen that rq2
.is divisible by p, a contradiction. From our claim it follows that C N j, if
g  .r q 1 s 2Cp with g G 1 and C, 2 p s 1. Using this observation it is not
difficult to see that the reductions mod p of u and h q h coincide. Wej 1 2
 .conclude that either u fu h , or u ' h q h mod p.j s j 1 2
 .d Return to the p-block B containing w. If some x belongs toi
B, then the ordinary characters of B are only among the x 's. Inspection ofi
the Brauer tree of B yields that w s x mod p. In the case where Bi
contains some of the u 's and the h 's, a look at the Brauer tree of B showsj s
that either w s u mod p, or w s h mod p.j s
 .2 Now we assume in addition that w is p9-semiregular. Remark at
 .once that Spec c, x contains 1, therefore w s u mod p for some odd j,i j
or w s h mod p for s s 1, 2. Here we consider the former possibility.s
Now suppose that r q 1 is divisible by an odd prime q / p. Consider the
m  .p9-element y s b with m s r q 1 rq and the cyclic subgroup D gener-
 .ated by y. If q - r q 1 r2, then
r y 1 y qy1 s jm s q syj m s r q 1 y 2 q .  .ss1
<u , 1 s G ) 0, .Dj D D q q
a contradiction. If r q 1 s 2 q, then m s 2, and so s jm / 1 as 2 F jm s
2 j F r y 1. In this case we also have
r y 1 y qy1 s jm s q syj m s r q 1 .  .ss1
<u , 1 s s ) 0 .Dj D D q q
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as well, a contradiction. Therefore r q 1 s 2 pg for some g G 1 and
r s 2 a q 1 is a Fermat prime G 5. Therefore a s 2d with d G 1. In this
case, pg s 22 dy1 q 1 is divisible by 3, hence p s 3. Suppose d G 3. Then
g < g3 y 1 is divisible by 16, which implies that 4 g . But, in that case, 3 y 1 is
divisible by 5 and so it is not a power of two, again a contradiction.
w xTherefore, d s 1, 2 and r s 5, 17. Now a direct verification using 14
 .  .shows that SL r with r s 5, 17 has no faithful irreducible 3-Brauer2
characters of degree r y 1 s deg u . This last contradiction shows thatj
w / u mod p.j
 .3 At this point we assume that w s h mod p is p9-semiregular.s
 .Remark at once that Spec x, h e 1 for x s c, d, zc, zd, and also fors
 4 l92-elements x g G _ 1 . Observe that if x s a / 1 is a p9-element, then
 .x is a 2-element, and so Spec x, w e 1.
Suppose that r q 1 is divisible by an odd prime q and q / p. Then
m  .consider the p9-element y s b with m s r q 1 rq and the cyclic sub-
group D generated by y. Here we have
r y 1 r2 y q y 1 r q 1 y 2 q .  .
<u , 1 s s . .Dj D D q 2 q
 .  .In particular, if q - r q 1 r2, then Spec y, w 2 1, again a contradiction.
Therefore r q 1 s 2 q. Our arguments show that either r q 1 s 2 pg for
 .some g G 1, or r q 1 r2 is a prime. Observe in this case that if x s
m9  .b / 1 is a p9-element, then Spec x, w e 1.
 4It remains to show that p s 3 and r g R j 17 . First we suppose that
g  .r q 1 s 2 p for some g G 1. The same arguments as in part 2 show that
 .r s 5, 17. Recall that 5 g R. Next, we assume that r q 1 s 2 q for some
 .odd prime q / p. In this case, remark that either r y 1 or r q 1 is
divisible by 3, as r / 3 is a prime. Therefore, either q s 3 or p s 3. If
q s 3, then r s 5. If p s 3, then both r s 2 a3 b q 1, q s 2 ay13 b q 1 are
prime. In other words, r g R.
 .  .  44 Conversely, let p s 3 and G s SL r with r g R j 17 . Then2
G has just two 39-semiregular faithful irreducible 3-Brauer characters;
 .these characters are h mod 3 and have degree r y 1 r2.1, 2
a a .PROPOSITION 4.7. Let G ( SL p , p ) 2, and F s F . Then G is2 p
p9-semiregular o¨er F. Moreo¨er, if p / 3, then an absolutely irreducible
G-module is p9-semiregular o¨er F if and only if this module has dimension 2.
In general, any p9-semiregular irreducible Brauer character of G is not stable
under nontri¨ ial field automorphisms of G.
 .  a.Proof. 1 It is clear that G s SL p acts faithfully and p9-semiregu-2
larly on the natural module V s F 2a. Also, all G-modules obtained from Vp
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by means of the Frobenius twist are p9-semiregular. Now let U be a
p9-semiregular irreducible FG-module. By Steinberg's Tensor Product
Theorem,
U , V m V  p. m ??? m V  p ay 1. ,i i i0 1 ay1
where 0 F i F p y 1. Here, V denotes the trivial module, and V , 1 F i Ft 0 i
p y 1, denotes the ith symmetric power of V s V.1
Assume p / 3. Then consider an element g g G of order 3, and let v
 .  24denote a cubic root of unity. Observe that Spec g, V s v, v ,
 .  yiq2 j 4  .Spec g, V s v ¬ 0 F j F i . In particular, Spec g, V contains alli i
 .cubic roots of unity if i G 2. Therefore, Spec g, U 2 1 if i G 2 for somet
 4t. This means that i g 0, 1 . As dim U G 2, one may suppose that i s 1.t 1
If i s i s ??? s 0, then U s V, and we are done. In the contrary case,2 3
one may suppose that i s 1 for 1 F t F b, and i s 0 for b q 1 F t F a,t t
 . m1q? ? ?qm bwhere 2 F b F a. Then Spec g, U 2 m s v for any m s "1. Ifi
b is even, then choose m s 1 for i odd, m s y1 for i even. If b is odd,i i
then b G 3, and we can choose m s m s m s m s m s ??? s 1,1 2 3 5 7
m s m s m s ??? s y1. In any case, we get m s 1, a contradiction.4 6 8
 .2 Now we suppose that a p9-semiregular irreducible module U s
V m V  p. m ??? m V  p ay 1. is stable under a field automorphism F: l ªi i i0 1 ay1
l p
b
, b a divisor of a s bc. Then
V m V  p. m ??? m V  p ay 1.i i i0 1 ay1
s U s U  p b. s V  p b. m V  p bq 1. m ??? m V  p ay 1qb.i i i0 1 ay1
, V m V  p. m ??? m V  p by 1. m V  p b. m V  p bq 1. m ??? m V  p ay 1. .i i i i i iay b aybq1 ay1 0 1 ayby1
Hence, V , V , V , V , . . . , and V , V in general.i i i i i iay b 0 b 2 b bq t t
Before moving further, we observe that our lemma has been proved
completely for the case where p / 3 or a s 1. If a ) 1 and p s 3 then
pa y 1 has some prime divisor r, which does not divide pd y 1 for any d,
w x1 F d - a, see 18 . Choose an element g g G of order r, and let «
denote a primitive r th root of unity. It is clear that for any t, 0 F t F b y 1,
 . m t  .Spec g, V contains some power « . In this case, Spec g, U containsi t
b 2 b  .1qp qp q ??? qp cy1 bm qm q? ? ?qm n0 1 by1m s « s « , .
 a .  b .. <where n s  m ? p y 1 r p y 1 . If b - a, then r n by the choice ofi i
r, and so m s 1, a contradiction. Hence, b s a, and F s 1.
Remark 4.8. If p s 3, then p9-semiregular irreducible Brauer charac-
ters need not have degree 2. For example, the 6-dimensional module
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3.  .V m V of SL 27 is 39-semiregular. The 6-dimensional module V m2 1 2 2
9.  .V of SL 81 also is 39-semiregular.1 2
2  2 aq1.PROPOSITION 4.9. B 2 is 29-semiregular in characteristic 2 for any2
2  2 aq1.a G 1. Moreo¨er, an absolutely irreducible B 2 -module in characteris-2
tic 2 is 29-semiregular if and only if this module has dimension 4. In
2  2 aq1.particular, any 29-semiregular-irreducible Brauer character of B 2 is2
not stable under nontri¨ ial field automorphisms of this group.
2  . 2 aq1Proof. Set G s B q and q s 2 .2
 .  .  .1 Consider the standard embedding of G in Sp q s Sp V ,4
4  .V s F . Assume G, V is not 29-semiregular. Then by Lemma 1.2, Specq
 .g, V 2 1 for some element g g G of odd prime order r. In particular, g
 .fixes some nonzero vector ¨ g V. The stabilizer of ¨ in Sp q has order4
4 2 .  2  2 . ..q q y 1 . This implies that r divides q y 1, q q 1 q y 1 s q y 1.
Therefore, without loss of generality, one may suppose that g is contained
in the cyclic subgroup
C s diag x1qqy1 , xqy1 , xyq y1 , xy1yqy1 ¬ c g FU . 5q
 . 2 aq 1of order q y 1 of G. Here, q x s x for x g F . Direct computationq
 .then shows that Spec g, V can contain 1 only in the case where g s 1, a
contradiction.
It is clear that all G-modules V , 1 F i F 2 a q 1, obtained from V byi
means of the Frobenius twist also are 29-semiregular.
 .2 Now let U be a 29-semiregular irreducible F G-module. Then2
dim U ) 1. If dim U s 4, then U , V for some i. Assume dim U ) 4.i
Then it is well known that U , V m ??? m V for some s G 2 and 1 Fi i1 s
i - ??? - i F 2 a q 1. Consider an element g g G of order 5, and let «1 s
 .  jdenote a primitive 5th root of unity. Observe that Spec g, V s « ¬ 1 Fi
4  . a1q? ? ?qasj F 4 . Therefore, Spec g, U 2 m s « for any a , 1 F a F 4.i i
Choosing a s a s ??? s 1, a s a s ??? s 4, a s 1, and a s 4 if s is3 5 4 6 1 2
even, and a s a s 2 if s is odd, we see that m s 1, a contradiction.1 2
 .Completion of the Proof of Theorem 4.1. Assume G, V is p9-semiregu-
 .lar in characteristic p with G s G9 and O G s 1. Then by Propositionsp
 .2.5, 2.6, 4.5, 4.6, and Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, the pair G, p is as listed in
 .Theorem 4.1. Conversely, suppose that G, p satisfies any of the condi-
 .  .  .  .  .tions i ] iv of Theorem 4.1. If G, p satisfies i or ii , then G is
 .  .p9-semiregular by Propositions 4.7, 4.9. If G, p satisfies iii , then G is
2  2 aq1.  2 bq1.the direct product of two subgroups A s B 2 , B s SL 2 .2 2
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We already know that A, B are 29-semiregular. The condition 2 a q 1,
. < < < <2b q 1 s 1 implies that the odd parts of A , B are coprime. Therefore,
  .  .G is 29-semiregular. Namely, if A, U and B, V are 29-semiregular, then
 . .  .  .G, U m V is 29-semiregular. Finally, if G, p satisfies iv , then G is
p9-semiregular by Proposition 4.5, 4.6.
5. PERFECT p9-SEMIREGULAR GROUPS: THE
SEPARABLE CASE
 .Now let G s G9 be p9-semiregular over C. By Lemma 1.3 i it is clear
 .that GrO G is p9-semiregular over a suitable field F of characteristic pp
 .with a faithful module V. Hence GrO G appears in the list of Theoremp
4.1.
First we rule out the Suzuki groups:
2 mq1  . 2  .LEMMA 5.1. Let q [ 2 and let G s Sz q s B q be the Suzuki2
 2 . 2 .group of order q q 1 q q y 1 . Then G is not p9-semiregular o¨er C for
any prime p.
Proof. Since the Sylow 2-groups of G are neither quaternion nor cyclic,
the only candidate for p9-semiregularity is p s 2. We have to show that
 .every irreducible complex representation has g-fixed points for some
 .29-element g. We will show that for every x g Irr G there is a nontrivialC
 < .cyclic 29-group H such that x , 1 ) 0.H H
 .We consider G as the fixed-point group in Sp F of a generalized4 q
Frobenius-endomorphism, which interchanges long and short roots. Let
r [ 2 m. Note that G has three ``maximal tori'': the ``split torus'' T ( Z0 qy1
 .and the tori T ( Z and T ( Z satisfying C T s T . Let1 qy2 rq1 2 qq2 rq1 G i i
 .B [ UT be the Borel-subgroup of G with U g Syl G . It is well known0 2
 .that each semisimple here 29- element of G can be conjugated into a
  4.``maximal torus'' of G here T for i g 0, 1, 2 . Since all tori of G arei
self-centralizing, each element of G is either unipotent, hence conjugate
to an element of U, or semisimple, hence conjugate to an element of T . Iti
 < < < <.  4is easy to see that gcd T , T s 1 for i / j, so the conjugates of U _ 1i j
 4  4and the T _ 1 form a partition of G _ 1 , which is of course well known.i
w xBy the Harish]Chandra theory 5 we know that
ÄG < 4  4Irr G s 1, St , l ¬ l g Irr T _ 1 j x x cuspidal . .  . 4C i i C 0
ÄHere l denotes the inflation of l to a character of the Borel subgroup; the
first subset consists of the ``principal series'' and the second of the
G TÄ Ä``discrete series'' of characters. In particular l s l m l s l . So we willi j i j
assume that the l , . . . , l are pairwise different and not inverse.1 qy2.r2
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 .  :We have N T rT s w ( Z with w the longest element in theG 0 0 0 2 0
Weyl-group B and wt s ty1 for all t g T . From this we see immediately2 0
GÄ  4l t s l t q l t ; t g T _ 1 . .  .  .i 0 i 0 i 0 0 0
ÄG .  4Moreover l t s 0, ; t g T _ 1 , i s 1, 2. In particular we concludei i i i
q2 q 1
GÄ <l , 1 s for i s 1, 2.T /i Ti i < <Ti
Now the second orthogonality relation of irreducible characters yields for
any t g T ,0
q y 1 s C t s x h x h .  .  .G
 .xgIrr GC
q y 2 22s 2 q 2 ? q l h q l h .  .  .  /i2  .1s1, . . . , qy2 r2
q x h x h .  .
x cuspidal
s q y 1 q x h x h . .  .
x cuspidal
 .  4Hence x h s 0 for all h g T _ 1 and cuspidal x . We conclude0
 < < .  .  .  < < .x , 1 s x 1 r q y 1 ) 0 for each cuspidal x . Clearly St , 1 sT T B B0 0
G .  < < .St, 1 s 1 ) 0 hence St , 1 ) 0. This finishes the proof.T TB 0 0
PROPOSITION 5.2. Assume that G is a faithful, separably p9-semiregular
 .group with G s G9 and O G s 1. Then one of the following holds.p
 .  .i G ( SL 5 .2
 .  .  4ii G ( SL r with r g R j 7, 9, 17 , and p s 3.2
 .  .  .Con¨ersely, if G, p satisfies any of the conditions i , ii , then there exists
a faithful G-module V in characteristic 0 such that G acts p9-semiregularly
on V.
 .  .Proof. 1 As SL 5 is semiregular, this group is separably p9-semi-2
 .   . .regular for all primes p. Furthermore, if G, p s SL r , 3 and r g R j2
 4  .17 , then the 3-Brauer characters of degree r y 1 r2 are liftable to
characteristic zero, which implies that G is separably 39-semiregular. Also,
 .  .the 3-Brauer characters of degree 6 of SL 7 are liftable, therefore SL 72 2
is separably 39-semiregular.
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From now on we suppose that c is a separably p9-semiregular character
of G. Consider an irreducible constituent x of c . Then x also is
p9-semiregular. Furthermore, Ker x is a p-group, and so it is trivial. Thus,
x is a faithful irreducible p9-semiregular character of G.
 .  . g2 Next we check G s SL q , q s 2 , g G 2, for separably 29-semi-2
w xregularity using again the notation of 6 . Consider the cyclic subgroup
 :  < .A s a of order q y 1. Direct computation shows that x , 1 s 2, orA A A
1, according to whether x is the Steinberg character, or one of the
remaining irreducible characters, a contradiction.
 .  . g3 Here we suppose that G s SL q , q s p G 5, p ) 2. We use the2
w xnotation for characters and conjugacy classes of G used in 6 . As x is
faithful, x is one of the characters x , u , i, j, odd, j , h , s s 1, 2. Let Ai j s s
 2:  .  .denote the cyclic subgroup b of order q q 1 r2 if q ' 1 mod 4 , and
 2:  .  .the cyclic subgroup a of order q y 1 r2 if q ' y1 mod 4 . If x s x ,i
 < . u , or j , then x , 1 s 2, a contradiction. Therefore x s h andAj s A A s
 ..q ' 1 mod 4 . Suppose q y 1 has an odd prime divisor t. Then consider
l  .the p9-element x s a with l s q y 1 rt and the cyclic subgroup C
 < .  .generated by x. It is clear that h , 1 s q y 1 r2 t ) 0. In particular,Cs C C
 . aSpec x, x 2 1, a contradiction. Hence, q y 1 s 2 for some a G 2. Re-
 .call that q ' 1 mod 4 . So, q q 1 has an odd prime divisor t. Consider the
m  .p9-element y s b with m s q q 1 rt and the cyclic subgroup D gener-
 < .  .ated by y. Here we have h , 1 s q q 1 y 2 t rt, which implies thatDs D D
ay1  . b2 q 1 s q q 1 r2 s t is prime. In particular, a s 2 q 1 for some
b G 0. It is easy to see that the equality pg s 22 bq1 q 1 is impossible for
 .b G 2. If b s 0, then q s 5. If b s 1, then q s 9, q q 1 r2 s 5, and we
 .obtain that SL 9 is separably 39-semiregular.2
 g .We have shown that SL p is separably p9-semiregular if and only if2
gp s 5 or 9. Together with Lemma 5.1 the proof is finished.
 .We shall need some auxiliary statements concerning SL 4 ( A .2 5
 .LEMMA 5.3. i Let V denote the 4-dimensional absolutely irreducible4
i .A -module in characteristic 2. Then H A , V s 0 for i s 1, 2.5 5 4
 .  .ii Assume that H is a finite group such that HrO H ( A and2 5
 .elements of order 5 in H act fixed-point-freely on O H / 1. Then H splits2
 .o¨er O H .2
 .  .Proof. i This is clear, because V is the projective Steinberg module4
 .for SL 4 .2
 . w xii See 15 .
We also need the following simple arithmetic observation.
  . 2  . a 4LEMMA 5.4. Let H g L q , B q ¬ q s 2 / 2, 4, 16, 256, 65536 .2 2
Then H contains elements of some prime order r with r / 2 and r is not a
Fermat prime.
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Proof. First consider the case where a has an odd prime divisor t. Then
< < t tH is divisible by 2 y 1, and 2 y 1 is coprime to every Fermat prime. So
we can choose r to be any prime divisor of 2 t y 1. Now suppose that
b  . 2 2 bq 1a s 2 . Then H s L q and b G 5. In this case, q y 1 s 2 y 1 is252divisible by 2 q 1 and so by 641. Set then r s 641.
 .PROPOSITION 5.5. Assume that G, V is a separably p9-semiregular pair
 .  .such that V is irreducible, G s G9, O G is not cyclic, and GrO G gp p
  . 2  2 aq1.4SL q , B 2 . Then p s 2 and G s ES is the uniquely determined2 2
 . 1q4  .  .extension of E s O G ( 2 and S ( SL 5 and E l S s Z E s2 y 2
 .  .Z S s Z G ( Z . Con¨ersely, this extension is a perfect separably 29-2
semiregular group.
 .  .Proof. Put M [ M G as introduced in Definition 1.8 as well asp9
 .P [ O G . The hypothesis on the structure of GrP clearly implies thatp
G s PM. Since both P and M are normal in G and since G s G9 we get
G s M. Moreover, application of Proposition 1.9 now yields P s E) Z
 .with an extraspecial p-group E and a cyclic group Z such that Z E s
 .  .  .V Z F Z s Z P F Z G .1
 . `  .`Consider the normal subgroup R [ PC P . Since R s C P andG G
 .G s G9 as well as P g Z G , R is a proper subgroup of G contained in
 .O G . Again we apply Proposition 1.9 to see that p s 2 and thus p, 24
 . < <R s P as well as C P s Z; in particular any odd prime divisor of G is aG
 .Fermat prime. Hence, by Lemma 5.4, GrP ( SL q with q g2
 2 4 8 1642 , 2 , 2 , 2 .
1q2 lWrite E s 2 for a suitable l G 1 and put G s GrZ. Note that"
 .P s O G is a 2 l-dimensional module over F for L [ GrP, say with2 2
Brauer character w. At this point we prove
q s 4 and w s 2 l y 4 ? q q q , . 1 4
 .where q g IBr L and deg q s i, i s 1, 4.i 2 i
For this purpose, we first show that
cq1dim Ker g y 1 s 2 l y 2 1 .  .
2 cfor g g G with g of prime order 2 q 1 for some c G 0. Without loss we
< < < <may suppose that g s g . Denote by x the G-character afforded by V.
<Then Proposition 1.9 implies that x s mc , where c is a faithfulP
 l.irreducible character of P of degree 2 . It is clear that c is extendible to
Ä Ä  :an irreducible character c of P s P ? g . Then,
m
Ä<x s ca , 2 .Ä P i
is1
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Ä :.where a g Irr g . By Lemma 1.7, one may choose c such thati C
1r2.dim Ker gy1.Äc g s "2 . 3 .  .
< <  .Let v denote a g th primitive root of 1. From 3 it follows that
Ä j j .  .  .Spec g, c 2 v for any v / 1. But Spec g, x e 1, therefore in 2 we
 .  .  .must have a g s 1 for all i. In particular, x g g Z. But Spec g, x e 1,i
c2 .  .  .  . hence x g s yx 1 r2 . Using 2 and 3 again, we see that dim Ker g
. cq1  .y 1 s 2 l y 2 , as claimed in 1 .
2 b  .  2 by 2 .Assume q s 2 G 16. Then L ( L q s L 16 contains a sub-2 2
 .  .group K ( L 16 . We shall apply 1 to elements g g K of order 3, 5, and2
17. Let u denote the 2-Brauer characters of K of degree i, i si, j
1, 2, 4, 8, 16, j s 1, 2, . . . here we name the u in the same order as theyi, j
w x.are listed in 14 . Writing
4 6 4
w s a u q a u q a u q a u q a u , 4 .  1, 1 1, 1 2, j 2, j 4, j 4, j 8, j 8, j 16, 1 16, 1
js1 js1 js1
 .  .one has  ia s 2 l. Applying 1 and 4 to elements g of order 3, wei, j i, j
get
a q 2 a q 2 a q 6a s 2 l y 2. 1, 1 4, j 8, j 16, 1
j j
 .In particular, a s 0, a s 0, and  a q  a s 1. Applying 2 to8, j 16, 1 j 2, j j 4, j
elements g of order 5, we obtain
a q 2 a q 2 a s 2 l y 4.1, 1 4, 1 4, 2
Hence, a s a s a s 0, 6 a s 1, and a s 2 l y 4. The last4, 1 4, 2 2, j js3 4, j 1, 1
 .equality implies that dim Ker g y 1 G 2 l y 4 for any g g G. But this
 .contradicts 1 applied to elements of order 17.
 .So now q s 4 and L ( L 4 . Calculations with the Brauer characters of2
 .  .  .L 4 similar to those we have performed for K now yield w s 2 l y 4 ?2
q q q , as claimed.1 4
Since G is perfect and q is projective, we get a decomposition P s P4 1
 .  . w x[ P such that P s C G corresponds to 2 l y 4 q and P s P, G4 1 P 1 4
corresponds to q . Since dim P s 2 l y 4 is even and since L has Schur4 1
multiplier isomorphic to Z , the fact that G is perfect now implies that2
2 l s 4 and hence P s P . Moreover, by Lemma 5.3, G splits over P. So4
there exists a supplement S of P in G; without loss of generality we may
 .assume that S is perfect. As Z F Z G and L has Schur multiplier Z ,2
 .S [ S l Z F V Z and SrS ( L. Also note that G cannot contain0 1 0
 .subgroups isomorphic to A ; hence S ( Z and S ( SL 5 .5 0 2 2
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< < 2If Z G 4, we apply similar arguments as above to the group GrZ ;
using the fact that q is projective we derive the contradiction G9 - G.4
 .Therefore Z s Z E ( Z and so P s E as well as G s PS with P l S2
 1q4.  . 1q4s Z. As A is not involved in Out 2 s O 2 , we even have P ( 2 .5 q 4 y
1q4  .Conversely, embed the extraspecial 2-group E s 2 in GL C via itsy 4
irreducible 4-dimensional representation. Then the normalizer of E in
 .GL C contains a perfect subgroup G s E ? A . We verify that the corre-4 5
sponding 4-dimensional representation F of G is 29-semiregular. If g g G
 : y .is of order 3, then one can identify g with the subgroup V 2 in2
21q2 ? Vy 2 )21q2 ? Vq 2 F G. .  .y 2 q 2
This identification shows that every g-eigensubspace is either 0 or a
faithful 21q2-module, and so has dimension 0, 2, or 4. Also, g is real,q
therefore g acts fixed-point-freely in F. This conclusion implies that the
reduction mod 2 of F is a sum of two 2-dimensional irreducible
F A -modules. From this it follows that every element of order 5 acts2 5
fixed-point-freely in F. To prove the uniqueness statement in the theorem,
w xsee 9 .
Now we are in a position to prove the main result of this section:
 .THEOREM 5.6. Assume that G is a nontri¨ ial perfect finite group which
is p9-semiregular o¨er C. Then one of the following holds.
 .i p s 2 and G is a perfect group admitting a collection K , . . . , K1 m
of normal 2-subgroups with the following properties:
 . ma F K s 1;is1 i
 .  . 1q4b Each GrK is isomorphic either to SL 5 or to 2 ? A ;i 2 y 5
 .  .c If GrK ( GrK ( SL 5 then K s K .j j 2 i j
 .  .  4ii p s 3 and G ( SL r with r g R j 7, 9, 17 .2
 .  .iii p G 5 and G ( SL 5 .2
 .  .  .Con¨ersely, if G, p satisfies any of the conditions i ] iii , then there exists
a faithful G-module V in characteristic 0 such that G acts p9-semiregularly
on V.
 .Proof. Let G, V be a faithful separably p9-semiregular pair with
 .G s G9. In view of Proposition 5.2 we may assume that P [ O G / 1.p
Clearly GrP is a perfect p9-semiregular group in characteristic p, and
thus is determined by Theorem 4.1. Similarly as in the proof of Proposition
 .5.5 we verify that G s M G .p9
 .First we study the case where V is irreducible; so in particular Z G is
 .cyclic. First assume P F Z G . The structure of GrP then immediately
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 .  .implies that P s Z G if p s 2 and that Z G rP ( Z if p / 2. So in any2
 .  .case G is a covering group of G [ GrZ G and Z G is isomorphic to a
quotient of the Schur multiplier of G of order divisible by p. The relevant
 .  .  .Schur multipliers are all known; inspection of the cases i , ii , and iv in
 .Theorem 4.1 then leaves the following possibilities for G, p :
2SL 4 , 2 , 3L 9 , 3 , 6L 9 , 3 , 22B 8 , 2 . .  .  .  . .  .  .  .2 2 2 2
A direct check now reveals that among these four only the group
 .  .2SL 4 ( SL 5 survives. This in turn implies that in our situation GrP2 2
 .cannot satisfy condition iii of Theorem 4.1.
 .Henceforth we may assume that P g Z G . Thus, by Proposition 1.9,
P s E) Z with an extraspecial p-group E and a cyclic p-group Z such
 .  .that Z s Z P F Z G . Application of Proposition 5.5 in combination
with Theorem 4.1 now shows that p s 2 and G ( 21q4A .y 5
So the claimed results hold in case V is irreducible.
In the next step we suppose that the character x of V is a sum m xis1 i
 .with x g Irr G and m ) 1. Put K s Ker x and note that K F P, andi C i i i
that GrK is a faithful irreducible separably p9-semiregular group; more-i
over, as x is faithful, F m K s 1. Note that we can apply the results ofis1 i
 .this proof obtained so far to the groups GrK . If p ) 2 then O GrK s 1i p i
and thus P s K for any i, but then P s lK s 1, a contradiction.i i
 .  .  .Therefore p s 2, and conditions a and b of i hold. Studying the
 .natural embedding Gr K l K ¨ GrK = GrK and using again that1 2 1 2
 .A has Schur multiplier isomorphic to Z the claim in c follows because5 2
 .G is perfect. Hence case i holds.
 .  .  .Finally suppose G, p is as listed in our theorem. In the cases ii , iii ,
 .G is separably p9-semiregular by Proposition 5.2. Consider case i . Then
GrK has a faithful irreducible 29-semiregular character, say, x . Clearly,i i
m x is a faithful 29-semiregular G-character.is1 i
 .Remark 5.7. It is easy to construct groups G satisfying part i of the
 .preceding theorem such that for the relevant 29-semiregular pair G, V
the G-module V is not irreducible.
 . w  . xi By 9, 6.7 , p. 124 there exists a group G s E: S where
 . 1q4  .  .  .S ( SL 5 normalizes E ( 2 and Z G s Z E = Z S . Clearly, G is2 y
separably 29-semiregular over a 6-dimensional space V being a sum of two
irreducibles of dimension 2 and 4, respectively.
 .  . 1q4ii Putting G s E = E S such that E ( 2 is normalized by1 2 i y
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .S ( SL 5 and Z S - Z G s Z E = Z E as well as Z S / Z E2 1 2 i
for i s 1, 2 we easily verify that G is separably 29-semiregular with an
8-dimensional space V which is the direct sum of 2 irreducibles of
dimension 4.
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6. NON-SOLVABLE p9-SEMIREGULAR GROUPS
In this final section we generalize the results of Sections 4 and 5 to
describe the nonsolvable p9-semiregular groups. For this purpose we
assume that G is a nonsolvable finite group and V is a faithful G-module
 .such that the pair G, V is p9-semiregular. In order to simplify the
p . description of G we may and will assume that G s O G see Lemma
.  .1.13 . Moreover, if G, V is inseparable we even may assume without loss
 .  .that O G s 1 see Lemma 1.3 .p
Notice that by Theorems 4.1 and 5.6 the possible structures for the
`  `.group G are known. For the sake of convenience we put K s C G as1 G
`  `.well as G s G K . So GrG s Out G , the group of outer automor-1 1 1 G
phisms of G`, induced by elements of G.
 .  `.Assume first that p / 2 and let S g Syl G as well as Z [ Z G . By2
`  .Theorems 4.1 and 5.6 we have G ( SL q for a suitable odd q; in2
`  .particular, Z s G l K ( Z and S is quaternion. Clearly, Z g Syl K1 2 2 1
 .  . `and thus K s Z = K where K s O K s O G ; moreover, G s G1 0 0 1 1
 `.  .  4= K , p G l p K : p and K is p9-semiregular and solvable.0 0 0
Suppose now that G is a proper subgroup of G. If q is a prime then1
 `.  . < < ` ` :Aut G ( PGL q and so G: G s 2; furthermore, G [ G S s G d2 1 0
contains G` with index 2 such that d induces a diagonal automorphism on
G`. Clearly, as S is quaternion, G cannot split over G`; it is easy to verify0
 2 .that such an extension G exists within the group SL q and that it is0 2
unique up to isomorphism.
Conversely, by Lemma 1.6 and Proposition 1.9, we can see that the
`  . `  .groups G s G = O G , G s G S, and G s O G : G are indeed p9-1 0 0
semiregular.
We are left to consider the case q s pa with a G 2. Recall that now
 `.  :  :Out G s d = f where d is a diagonal automorphism of order 2
and where f is the Frobenius automorphism of order a. Since S9 is cyclic
` < <of index 4 in S and since S [ S l G is quaternion, we get S: S s` `
< <  : < < eG: G F 2. Therefore G s G b such that c [ G: G s 2 b with21 1 1
<  .0 F e F 1, b a, and b, 2 p s 1.
 .Suppose now that r is a prime dividing b such that r f p K . Consid-0
ering the subgroup H of G containing G with index r an easy inspection1
of the structure of a Sylow p-normalizer of HrK then shows that H splits0
over G . Therefore G contains an element r of order r inducing a1
nontrivial field automorphism on G`; now r also acts nontrivially on the
diagonal torus of G`. The presence of Zsigmondy primes shows that G
does not satisfy the Z -property; in particular, G cannot be p9-semiregu-p9
lar. This contradiction shows that all odd prime divisors of b are already
 .  < ` <.contained in p K ; in particular, b, G s 1.0
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 2: `Putting G s G b we then have G s G : K with K e K and2 1 2 2 0 2
K rK ( G rG ( Z ; moreover, K is a p9-semiregular group of odd2 0 2 1 b 2
 .  .  .order with p K rK : p K and M K F K . So G is a p9-semireg-2 0 0 p9 2 0 2
< < < < eular group with G: G s S: S s 2 F 2.2 `
< <  :Henceforth we may assume that G: G s 2 and thus G s G t with2 2
 :  :.  :t s O b and S s S t .2 `
If t induces a diagonal automorphism on G`, then the nonsplit exten-
` ` : `  2 .sion G s G S s G t of G can be realized within SL q and is uni-0 2
que up to isomorphism for the same reasons as above. So we may assume
that a is even and that t induces f or df on G` where f s f ar22 2 2
` 1 0 a .and d is the diagonal automorphism on G induced by . As q s p0 y1
 :with a even, 4 divides q y 1; therefore without loss S s z, y where`
0 1 e 0 U .  .  :  .y s and z s with e s O F .y1 2 qy1 0 0 e
2 2  .Clearly, S is t-invariant and t acts trivially on S ; so t g Z S . As S` ` `
is quaternion, we even must have t 2 / 1, i.e., t 2 s y2.
If t is induced by f , then yt s y and so the order of yt is two. If t is2
 :induced by df , then t centralizes x s z t where z g z has order 4;2 4 4
 .but now o xt s 2. So in any of these two cases S splits over S , a`
contradiction. This completes the analysis of the case p / 2. Finally we
observe that conversely, by Lemma 1.6 and Proposition 1.9, the groups G ,1
G , G , and G as described above are p9-semiregular, indeed.2 0
Now we are left to investigate the case when p s 2. Suppose first that
 .  .  `. the pair G, V is inseparable and thus O G s 1 s Z G see Theorem2
.  `.  .  4 `4.1 . Clearly, now p G l p K : 2 and so G s G = K with a1 1 1
 `.29-semiregular solvable group K . Moreover, as GrG s Out G is1 1 G
2 .abelian and as G s O G , GrG is a cyclic group of odd order d, say. If1
G s G we are done; so assume that G is a proper subgroup of G.1 1
` 2  a1.  a2 .Suppose that G s A = A where A ( B 2 and A ( SL 2 with1 2 1 2 2 2
 .  .odd a , a G 3 such that a , a s 1. Recall that Aut A rA ( Z ; an1 2 1 2 i i ai
 .inspection of the local structure of a Sylow 2-normalizer of Aut A nowi
 .  `.  .reveals that Aut A splits over A for i s 1, 2. Since Aut G ( Aut Ai i 1
 .  .  . := Aut A and a , a s 1, we get G s A = A = K w where w s2 1 2 1 2 1
w w s w w such that w induces an automorphism of order d on A1 2 2 1 i i i
< <and acts trivially on A with i / j; in particular GrG s d d s d.j 1 1 2
 < < .  .Since G satisfies the Z -property, A , d s 1 as well as p GrG :2 9 i j 1
 . `p K . Hence G s G : K with K F K and KrK ( GrG ( Z ; more-1 1 1 1 d
 .  .over M K s M K F K and K is a solvable 29-semiregular group2 9 2 9 1 1
 .  `.  4with p K l p G : 2 .
`  a. ` 2  2 bq1.Clearly, if G ( SL 2 or G ( B 2 with a G 2, b G 1 then the2 2
arguments just presented can be modified to yield the analogous results.
Also observe that conversely, by Lemma 1.6 and Proposition 1.9, any of
the groups G described above is 29-semiregular.
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 .So, finally we can assume that the pair G, V is separable and thus
`  `.  .G rQ ( A with Q [ O G / 1, i.e., case i of Theorem 5.6 holds for5 2
` 2 .  . `G . As G s O G and Aut A ( S , we get G s G K where K s5 5
 ` .  4  `.  .C G rK is a solvable 29-semiregular 3, 5 9-group with p G l p KG
 4 `: 2 and G l K s Q.
Conversely, by Proposition 3.4, we easily verify that any group G s G`K
with K as described above is 29-semiregular.
So we have obtained the following:
 .THEOREM 6.1. Let G, V be a p9-semiregular pair for some prime p with
p .  .a faithful G-module V and O G s G. If G, V is inseparable assume in
 . `addition that O G s 1. Then G is as described in Theorem 4.1 or 5.6;p
furthermore one of the following holds:
 . `  .I p G 3 and G ( SL q for some suitable odd prime power q such2
that
 .  .  .  `.a S g Syl G is gen. quaternion and Z [ Z G ( Z .2 2
 .  `.  . `  `. `  .b C G s Z = O G and G [ G C G s G = O GG 1 G
p9-semiregular.
 .  :c If q is a prime then either G s G or G s G d where d1 1
induces a diagonal automorphism of order 2 on G`.
 . ad If q is not a prime then q s p with a G 2 and G contains a
 : `subgroup G of index at most 2 such that G s G b s G : K and2 2 1
 . : `K s O G b with b inducing a field automorphism on G of odd order b
 .   ..   ..di¨ iding a; also G rG ( KrO G ( Z with p KrO G : p O G and2 1 b
 .  . < <  :M K F O G . Furthermore if GrG s 2, then G s G d with d asp9 2 2
 . ` :  .  .described in c and G s G d ( 2 PGL q with S g Syl G .0 2 2 0
 .II p s 2 and one of the following holds:
 . `  n. 2  n.a G ( SL 2 or B 2 with n G 2 or n s 2m q 1 G 3, re-2 2
specti¨ ely. Moreo¨er, G s G`: K where K is a sol¨ able 29-semiregular group
 `.  :such that K [ C G F K s K w with w inducing a field automor-1 G 1
`  .  .phism on G of odd order f di¨ iding n; furthermore p KrK : p K and1 1
 .  `.  4  .p K l p G : 2 as well as M K F K .1 2 9 1
 . ` 2  a1.  a2 .b G s A = A where A ( B 2 and A ( SL 2 with1 2 1 2 2 2
 . `odd a , a G 3 such that gcd a , a s 1. Moreo¨er, G s G : K where K is a1 2 1 2
 `.  :sol¨ able 29-semiregular group such that K [ C G F K s K w w with1 G 1 1 2
w inducing a field automorphism of order f on A and acting tri¨ ially on A ,i i i j
 .j / i; in particular, Gr A = A = K ( KrK ( Z with f s f f and1 2 1 1 f 1 2
<  .  .  .  `.  4f a . Moreo¨er, p KrK : p K and p K l p G : 2 as well asi i 1 1 1
 .M K F K .2 9 1
 .  `. ` `c Q [ O G / 1 and G rQ ( A as well as G s G K where2 5
 ` .  4 `K s C G rQ is a sol¨ able 29-semiregular 3, 5 9-group with K l G s Q,G
 .  `.  4  .  `.p K l p G : 2 and M K being a cyclic subgroup of C G .2 9 G
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 .Con¨ersely, any of the groups G satisfying the properties described in I or
 .II is p9-semiregular.
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